Sequential Tail Light System

Notice: Our Conversion Systems Are Intended For 1965-70 Ford Mustangs Only. This Is Not A Replacement System For Shelby Mustangs Or Mercury Cougars With Factory Sequential Turn Signals. Early Mustangs With Generator Systems May Not Be Suitable For This Conversion System. The Electrical System Must Be In Proper Working Condition As To Provide Enough Power To The Conversion System. Please Check Your Brake Lights And Turn Signals Before Starting This Conversion To Confirm That All Systems Are In Working Order.

This System Converts The Tail Lamps From One Bulb To Three Bulbs. All Light Functions, Tail Lights, Brakes, Turn Signals And Emergency Flashers Will Use All Three Bulbs On Each Side. For 1967-70 Cars, This Conversion Requires Removal And Opening Of The Tail Lamp Housings When Replacing Burned Out Bulbs.

Only The Turn Signals In The Tail Lights And The Brake Lights Will Sequence. All Other Turn Signal Lights At The Front And In The Dash Will Flash At A Slower Rate Than Normal To Allow The Sequencer To Cycle.

Altering This System For Other Than The Intended Purpose Will Void Any And All Warranties.


Each System Has A Pair Of Dedicated Inserts That Are Identified By Specific Colored Wires. Refer To The Drawing. Improper Installation Will Yield Undesired Results.

Use Only 1157 Bulbs Provided. This System Is Not Designed For High Intensity Bulbs Or LED Lamps. Use Of Other Than Standard 1157 Bulbs Can Damage The System And Void Any And All Warranties.

Caution! Always Disconnect The Ground(-)Battery Cable Before Working On The Electrical System.

At The Dash Panel

The Turn Signal Flasher Will Need To Be Replaced With Our Electronic Variable Flasher, The Small Box With Mounting Tabs, Included With The Conversion System. If Your Mustang Is Equipped With Emergency Flashers, You May Wish To Purchase An Additional Electronic Flasher For That Circuit. Attempting To Operate The Emergency Flashers Without An Electronic Flasher May Damage The System. Consult The Ford Shop Manual For The Location And Procedure To Change The Flashers. Connect The Red Wire From The Flasher To The Orange Wire Plug And The Yellow Wire...
To The Blue Wire Plug. The Flasher Also Has It’s Own Ground Wire. Connect The Ground Wire To A Suitable Ground Point. Always Double Check Your Ground Point To Confirm You Have Good Ground.

The New Flasher Has A Variable-Rate Feature To Allow You To Increase Or Decrease The Time Between The Turn Signal Sequence. We Recommend The Factory Setting. If Rate Adjustment Is Desired (After The System Has Been Installed) Open The Flasher Box And Carefully Turn The Adjuster, The Blue Box With Yellow Dial, In Small Increments. Allow Turn Signals To Cycle Several Times Before Changing Rate Again. You May Want To Relocate The Flasher To Make Future Adjustments Easier.

A New Power Wire Will Need To Be Run From The Fuse Panel To The Trunk Area. Use The Fuse Spade To Connect To The 7.5 Amp Fuse. (1969 & 1970 Mustangs Require The Provided 7.5 Amp In-Line Fuse Holder. Connect The Loop Connector To The Accessory Post.) The Other End Of The Power Wire Will Need To Be Split With Two Female Connectors. Run A Length Of Wire To The Trunk Area. One Female Connector Will Be Near The Left Tail Lamp And The Other Near The Right. You May Wish To Run The Power Wire In The Same Area As The Original Harness Was To Keep It Up And Out Of The Way. Some Years Of Mustangs Had A Wire Harness Run To The Trunk For An Optional Trunk Light. This Circuit Can Be Used. Make Sure That The Circuit Is Always “Hot”. Do Not Use The Interior Dome Light Circuit (“Hot” When The Doors Are Open) Or The Rear License Plate Light Circuit (“Hot” When The Headlamps Are On.)

When Installing Connectors, Keep In Mind That “Hot” Wires Should Have Female Connectors. This Will Prevent A Short In The System If The Connection Comes Apart.

At The Trunk

Converting A 1965-66 Mustang. Baffled Inserts Are Provided, (Complete Housing Assemblies Are Provided In Our Deluxe Kit). Unplug Or Cut The Tail Lamp Connectors And Remove The Old Housings. If The Housings Are Not Being Replaced, Punch Out The Old Sockets. Rubber plugs are provided to install in the hole in the back of the housing. Install The New Inserts In Each Housing. Check The Contacts In Each Lamp Socket. They Should Be Seated And Not Touching Each Other Or The Side Of The Socket. Install The 1157 Bulbs. We Recommend That The Inserts Be Riveted, Spot Welded Or Screwed In Place To Ensure A Good Ground Contact. Check The Color Of The Wires On Each Insert To Determine Left And Right. Refer To The Drawing. While Changing Lamp Housings, Consider Replacing Old Seals. This Is Also An Excellent Time To Replace The Lenses. If You Have Purchased The Deluxe Kit For 1965-1966, New Polycarbonate Lenses Are Included. We Strongly Recommend Using Our Polycarbonate Lenses To Avoid Melting Your Standard Lenses Due To Increased Heat And Decreased Distance From The Bulbs To The Lens.

Note: The Colored Wires With The Stripe On The Original Taillight Harness Will Be Connected To The Control Module Harness And The Black Wire Will Be Connected To The Three Red Wires From The New Inserts. Crimp A Female Connector To Each Wire On The Original Tail Lamp Harness.

Converting A 1967-70 Mustang. Baffled Inserts Are Provided. Unplug The Lamp Socket From The Housing. Remove The Housing From The Tail Panel And Remove The Thick Seal To Remove The Lens. This Is An Excellent Time To Replace Rotted Seals And Scratched And Cracked Lenses.
Position the inserts in each housing. Match the color of the wires as indicated on the drawing. Check the contacts in each socket to make sure they are seated. Install the 1157 bulbs. Check to make sure the insert is right side up by checking the shape of the baffles to the slope of the lens (not required for 1970 inserts). The insert is held in place by two screws that retain the lens. Install the insert under the gray lens to housing seal. The 1967-1968 kits include new thicker gaskets to be used between the lens and the housing. Rubber plugs with a hole are provided to cover the socket hole in the lamp housing and protect the wire harness. Pull the wire harness through the plug and out the back of the housing. Replace the lens. (When securing the lens to the housing in 1967-1968 cars do not over tighten. Remember that the new gasket is thicker. One or two turns after the screw starts is fine.) Mount the housing back on to the tail panel.

Converting 1965-70 Mustangs.
Locate each control module box near each housing. Ample harness wire is provided. For a discrete look, the box can be hidden from view. Consider a location that will keep the wire harness out of the way to prevent the wires from getting snagged and away from any possible water leaks. Double sided foam tape is a good choice for mounting the control module boxes.

The three red wires from the new inserts will be joined together with one male bullet connector. Plug this group into the black tail lamp wire on the original harness. Note: 1967-1970 tail lamp harnesses have a black ground wire and a black tail lamp wire. We are dealing with the tail lamp wire. If uncertain, confirm that the wire has power when the headlamps are on.

Each control module harness has two green or blue wires. Refer to the drawing. Plug the green wire (left side) or blue wire (right side) to the colored & striped wires on the original harness. Connect the other colored wires to their matching color wires from the inserts. Connect the black ground wire from the control module with a loop connector and mount to a ground point at each tail lamp housing. Plug the red wire from each control module into the new power wire that you brought from the front of the car. Plug each harness into each control module box. Check all connections.

Now, re-connect the battery.

Testing After Installation

With the engine running, check each turn signal. The rate of sequence can be adjusted with the flasher at the dash. All sequential operations should start with the inside bulb and end with the outside bulb.

Check the brake lights. Both sides should sequence once and stay on. Check the tail lamps by pulling out the head lamp switch. All three bulbs in both housings should light up but not as bright as the brake lights.

With the tail lamps on, recheck the turn signals and brake lights. All tail lamp functions should operate with all bulbs.
**Trouble Shooting**


Power Is Also A Problem With This Sequential System. Too Little Will Cause The System To Not Function And Too Much Will Cause Damage. 7.5-10 Amps Is What The System Is Designed To Operate With.

In Field Tests, We Have Found That Any Weak Component Of The Original Electrical System May And Most Likely Will Fail. Old Original Brake Light Switches May Not Handle The Increased Power For 6 Bulbs. Old Turn Signal Switches May Fail.

**Note: Scott Drake Enterprises Is Not Responsible For Any Electrical Components Damaged During Or After The Installation Of This System.**

We Have Also Found That Cars With Low Output Alternators Will Not Provide Enough Power Under All Conditions. Increasing The Engine Rpm Should Make The Turn Signals Function Again. When Running The Power Wire From The Front Of The Car, Take Extra Care Not To Pinch And Cut The Wire Under Sill Plate Or Back Seat. Always Confirm The Power Wire Is Hot Under All Conditions.

**Warning!**

This Conversion System Requires Power To Sequence 6-1157 Bulbs. The Electrical System In Your Mustang Must Be In Correct Working Order. It Is Very Important That You Take Time To Confirm The Sequential Turn Signal System Works Correctly. This System Involves The Brake Lights. Brake Light Failure May Result In A Serious Accident. Confirm That Brakes Lights Are Working Under All Conditions. Powerful Sound Systems Or Other Power Robbing Accessories May Play A Part In A Sequential System Failure.

**Return Policy**

Scott Drake Enterprises, Inc. Warranties This Product To The Original Purchaser From The Date Of Purchase For 90 Days. Products Found To Be Defective In Manufacturing May Be Returned, Post Paid For Replacement Only Within The Warranty Period. Proof Of Purchase, Dated Receipt, Must Be Presented With The Returned Product. Returns May Be Sent Directly To Scott Drake Enterprises.

Returned Products Are Tested. If Found To Be Damaged By The Installer, No Replacement Will Be Issued.

Contact Our Customer Service Department At 1-805-988-9992
SEQUENTIAL WIRING DETAIL
RIGHT SIDE SHOWN

FUSE PANEL

NEW POWER WIRE

T/S, BRAKE WIRE. COLOR W/ STRIPE

TAIL LAMP WIRE. BLACK

RED WIRE

RH CONTROL MODULE

CONNECT TO MATCHING WIRES FROM MODULE
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Note: Each connector has two blue (RH) or two green (LH) wires. Connect as shown below.

RIGHT TO POWER

#1 TO #1

#2 TO #2

#3 TO #3

GROUND TO GROUND

TO ORIGINAL HARNESS TURN SIGNAL/BRAKE USE MALE BULLET

LEFT TO POWER

#1 TO #1

#2 TO #2

#3 TO #3

GROUND TO GROUND

TO ORIGINAL HARNESS TURN SIGNAL/BRAKE USE MALE BULLET